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Hengnirun, S., Watts, K.C. and Burney, J.R. 1990. Microcomputer
network model for machinery selection in dairy waste manage
ment. Can. Agric. Eng. 32: 291-297. A microcomputer version of a
Dairy Waste Management Program is described. Shortest path net
work analysis determines the optimum choices in equipment and
methods of handling manure. The program includes data from manure
collection, in various types of daiiy housing, through to land applica
tion. An interactive mode and a batch mode are provided. The model
provides a cost reduction for nutrients available in regular manure. In
addition, a reduction in cost is calculated for treatments which produce
saleable products- anaerobic digestion and composting.

INTRODUCTION

Dairy farming is a major sector in the commercial livestock
industry in Canada producing an estimated 11 million cubic
meters of manure in the winter months. Thus, suitable waste
management which accounts for economic and environmental
considerations is crucial for a country where dairy livestock is
confined during the cold months and the manure is not dropped
by the animals over the pasture lands.

Network analysis has been applied to agricultural problems
for more than 20 years. Sowell and Link (1967) suggested that
network analysis is a very useful tool for agricultural engineers
to deal with agricultural systems, especially the Critical Path
Method (CPM) and Program Evaluation and Review Tech
nique (PERT). The CPM technique has been widely used for
irrigation system design (Mussivand 1966), swine manure
handling system design (Morris and Nygaard 1964), and for
age harvesting system design (Coupland and Halyk 1966).
Another technique called Shortest Path Network Analysis
(SPNA), which is a modification of CPM, was developed and
used for the evaluation of alternative irrigation systems by
Preston (1967).

For waste management systems, Phillips et al. (1974) used
the modified version of SPNA for dairy waste handling system
evaluation. Ogilvie et al. (1975) utilized the shortest path
network analysis to determine the least cost for swine and
dairy manure handling systems. Network analysis was also
employed by Safley et al. (1976) to compare alternative dairy
waste management systems.

Burney et al. (1978a, 1978b) used a version of the SPNA
technique, modified by Lievers (1974), to cost selected Cana
dian dairy manure management systems. The main purpose of
the above project was to develop a Design Manual for Dairy
Waste Management Systems in Canada. Later, Burney et al.
(1979a, 1979b ,1980a, 1980b) introduced a digital computer
model to generate the possible alternate systems and sub
systemsand to compare the net annual cost among thealternatives.
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The components of the desired systems/sub-systems can be
listed in an activity number form. Net annual cost curves of
selected systems/sub-systems can also be plotted. This model
provided enough information for the systems/sub-systems se
lection.

The objective of this work was to develop a micro-computer
version of the Burney et al. (1980a) Dairy Waste Management
Design Manual. This version provides for interactive and
batch processing and includes a cost reduction for treatments
which produce a saleable product. The components included
in the model are summarized in Tables IA-1G along with some of
the assumptions and limitations inherent in their use. The rela
tionship between the sub-systems are demonstrated in Fig. 1.

Table I-A Sub-system 1. Barn type and bedding material.

Item Limitation/assumption

Barn type - tie stall
- warm free stall

- cold free stall

Bed type - full bed - more than 250 kg/cow-yr bedding material
- restricted bed - less than 250 kg/cow-yr bedding material

Material type - sawdust
- oat straw

- shavings
-other - farmer must specify the cost and density

Table I-B Sub-system 2. Manure collection.

Item Limitations/assumptions

Flushing systems - tank flushing only permissible
- used in warm free stall restricted bed

barns or deep gutters in tie stall restricted
bed barns

Gutter cleaner

Slatted floors - free stall barns

- CPS 2102 Trench Slatted floor

- CPS 2003 Slatted floor

- grates over slots
Notes: - Some of these systems may be combined with storage sub
systems and some with transfer sub-systems (flushing system, gutter
cleaner, stacker)
— CPS refers to the Canada Plan Service
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Table I-C Sub-system 3. Transfer.

Item Limitation/assumptions

Fixed stacker

Swing stacker - combined with gutter cleaner

Front end loader - used in both transfer and loading sub-systems

Pumps - ram - powered by electric motor or tractor
- low pressure - powered by electric motor or tractor
- gravity - restricted bed barns only

Cross conveyer

Tractor scraper

Note: Optimum choice for transfer of waste to storage or treatment
facility is a function of waste characteristics, collection system and
storage or treatment

Table ID: Sub-system 4. Storage.

Item

CPS 1171 holding tank

CPS 2003 slatted floor

free stall barn

CPS 2102 trench slatted floor

Limitations/assumptions

- temporary liquid storage

- long term storage for liquid and
semi-solids

- temporary storage

CPS2275open circular concrete - long term storage
concrete storage

with tractor access

CPS 2371 clay-lined storage
with pumping dock

CPS 2372 curbed slab

(square or rectangular)

CPS 2376 curbed slab

(earth bank)

CPS 2377 rectangular roofed
or open top

- solid manure, short term storage
of solids

- overflow pond required for
liquid waste storage

- long term storageof liquid and
solid wastes

- long term storage of semi-solid
manure

CPS3250above-ground liquid - longtermstorage of liquidand
manure silo semi-solid wastes

CPS 3252 below ground open - long term storage of liquid and
circular manure tank semi-solid wastes

CPS 3253 rectangularroofed
manure tank

- long term storageof liquid and
semi-solid wates

- below ground construction

Note: CPS (Canada Plan Service) plans are specified because theyare
well-known and proven designs
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Table I-E Sub-system 5. Loading.

Item Limitations/assumptions

A Liquid wastes
Pumps - Piston

- low pressure

Self-loading tanker

Vacuum tanker

Mixer & sluice gate

B Solid wastes

Front end loaders

Ramp-and-tractor

- to irrigation system

- to spreader tanker or separation system

- mixer required in storage tank

- mixer required in storage tank

- for above-ground storage only

Table I-F Sub-system 6. Land application/incorporation.

Item

A Liquids & semi-solids

Spreader tanker

Vacuum tanker

Self-loading tanker

Sprinkler irrigation

B Solids ft SPml-spUds

Box spreaders

Limitations/assumptions

•injectors can be added

•injectors can be added

•surface irrigation is not permissible

Table I-G Sub-system 7. Waste treatment.

Item

Methane generation

Composting

Separation

Limitations/assumptions

• waste from restricted bed bams

- fixed costs have not been included

• waste from restricted bed bams

• fixed costs have not been included

• the model recognizes its existence but

the calculations are not carried out

COST EVALUATION

Updating of the cost data was carried out by contacting 150
manufacturers or retailers from which 50 replies were re
ceived. Five field trips to farmers and local retailers also
yielded data on machinery and equipment prices which were
found to compare favorably with information contained in the
letters received. Information on methane gas generation,com
posting systems and custom operation was obtained mainly
from personal contact with researchers or from the technical
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Sub-System ] BARN TYPE &

BEDDING

MATERIAL

Sub-System 2 COLLECTION

Sub-Systom 3 TRANSFER

Sub-System 4 STORAGE

Sub-System 5 LOADING

LAND APPLICATION/

INCORPORATION

WASTE TREATMENT

Sub-System 6 Sub-System 7

Fig. 1. Model component sub-systems.

literature. Cost of construction materials were obtained from

Peterson (1987) which were found to be in reasonable agree
ment with local prices. In general, it was found that current
prices are 30 percent higher than the default data of Burney et
al. (1979a).

Costing equations for equipment and machinery use are as
givenby Burney et al. (1979a). These equations include depreci
ation, interest, taxes, insurance, shelter, power costs, repair and
maintenance, size of equipment, size of herd, labour and tractor
costs as a fraction of the time of use. Repair and maintenance
costs are assumed to be a function of both initial and operating
costs. Annual costs for all components in the network were
calculated according to the winter storage period only.

The costs of custom operation is calculated, but the user of
the program is given the option of inputting actual prices. In
the calculated data, a charge of 20 percent is used for overhead
and profit.

The negative cost (i.e. value) of the nutrients derived from
the application of manure and composted materials on the land
are considered as the terminal activities for the network. The

decrease in the value of the manure as a function of the time

taken between application and incorporation is accounted for
the model.

Custom operation is considered as an alternative for the land
application/ incorporation sub-system if it is available in the
region of a farm.

COMPUTER PROGRAM

The implementation of the network analysis for an IBM com
patible computer has been written in Microsoft FORTRAN
3.20 for both an interactive mode and for batch processing, as
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noted in Fig. 2. Because of limitations of memory to 640K,
changes to the default data file are generated in a separate
program, HWMDX. Costing for the CPS storage structures are
carried out in separate subroutines. Functions are defined for
costing various simpler activities and equipment. All default data
is stored in eleven data files HDM1.DAT to HDM11.DAT.

To run the program, the herd size, the average cow size and
desired changes to the default data need to be specified. Addi
tionally the user is required to specify the desired operation
mode (interactive or batch), and if the batch mode is selected
the number of ranked optimum paths and output device must
be specified.

For the batch mode, optimization is carried out using the
GSPNA module (Burney et al. 1979a). In the interactive mode,
the costing, optimization and interactive parts are integrated
into a single program. In the batch mode, the costing of the
number of ranked optimum paths desired by the user is com
puted and outputted. Output can be displayed on the screen,
printed in hard copy or stored in a file.

A number of other modules have been written to facilitate

the structuring and running of this program. The interactive
portion has been incorporated in subroutine INTER. Questions
concerning the desired equipment type and path direction have
been included in subroutine QUTION. A file HELP is de
signed to provide information and warning messages for the
main program HDWM11, the subroutine OUTPUT and partly
for the subroutine INTER. The subroutine XTHANE and
CPOST carry out the calculations for the methane gas genera
tion systems and the composting systems. The function
CUSTOM facilitated the calculation of custom service for

waste disposal.
The HDWM11 software package is stored on two disks, one

containing the executable files and the second containing the
data files. The initial and terminal node numbers and network
activity definitions are stored on file HDWM11.DAT on disk 2.
The first 10 data files are filled with default data. Source files are
also available for those wishing to restructure the program. The
programs can be executedon an IBM compatiblemicrocomputer
with a minimum of 384K RAM. They are designed to run with
two floppy disk drives, but the assign statementcan be used to
assignB toC ifa harddisk isavailable, onceall thedatafileshave
been loaded onto the hard disk. The programs on disks are
available from the second author.

EXAMPLES

Two examples are given to demonstrate the results obtained by
use of the program. The first is an example of use of the
interactive mode and the second uses the batch mode.

CASE I - Interactive mode

A system selected using the interactive processing mode is
shown in Table II. The activity cost for item 11, "Plow-in
Stored Solids", is zero because this activity cost is not counted
as a cost of waste management systems but is considered to be
part of the overall farming operation.

Dairy wastes from this selected system are separated into
two portions: liquid and solid. The solid portion is kept in the
CPS 2372 storage and the liquid portion is kept in the liquid
over-flow basin. The liquid portion is injected by a vacuum
tanker and the solids are spread by a box spreader. The values
of plant nutrients from both injected and spread wastes are
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Fig. 2. Program flow diagram.
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Table II: Selected path by interactive processing mode.

Herd size: 100

Average cow size: 544 kg
Selected barn type: tie stall barn: full bed

Bedding materialtype: sawdust
Amount of bedding material(kg/cow-year): 1000

Network Activities
Initial Labour Energy Annual

Cost ($) (hr/y) (kw.h/y) Cost (&)

1 full bed and stall attn.* 0.00 600.00 0.00 3065.75
2 gutter cleaner without elev. 14515.00 11.00 405.00 2901.46

3 piston pump 13598.00 43.00 495.00 3052.98

4 CPS 2372 square 36361.59 36.00 0.00 7272.32

5 liquid overflow basin 2372 sq. 165.79 0.00 0.00 33.16

6 vac. tanker liq. from solids 18000.00 19.00 487.00 3698.13

7 inject liquid by vacuum tanker 3640.00 8.00 229.00 821.27

8V.O.N'+ inject liq., solid storage 0.00 0.00 0.00 -839.59

9 load solids from storage 710.00 21.00 1033.00 519.23

10 spread stored solids 7952.00 104.00 3140.00 3038.07

11 plow-in stored solids 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12V.O.N.* plow-in solids 0.00 0.00 0.00 -3437.10

Total 94942.39 842.00 5789.00 20125.68

* tie stall barn

V.O.N is value of nutrients

separately considered negative costs.
The custom service charges for land disposal (for the se

lected system in Table II) are shown in Table III. By using the

Table III: Custom operation for land Disposal.

default data provided in this model, it will cost about $3369 to
spread the solid portion and about $5087 to inject the liquid
portion. The total cost for land disposal by the custom service

Equipment

1 box spreader for solid portion
2 irrigation system for liquid portion
3 vacuum tanker for liquid portion
4 vacuum tanker with injectors for liquid portion

Total Cost: 1+2 = 5234. Or 1+3 = 7530 or 1+4 = 8456.

Table IV: The best path #1 by batch processing modes.

Network Activities Initial

Cost ($)

1 restric. bed & stall attn. 0.00

2 tractor scrape to point 640.00

3 buckwall/load 1451.60

4 composting system 8263.79

5 value of compost 0.00

Total 10355.39

* warm free stall
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Labour Energy
(hr/y) (kw.h/y)

257.00 0.00

137.00 2048.00

1.00 48.00

90.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

485.00 2096.00

Cost

($)

3369.

1865.

4161.

5087.

Annual

Cost ($)

873.58

1365.16

301.09

776.02

-843.63

2472.23
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Table V: The best path #2 by batch processing mode.

Network Activities Initial

Cost ($)

Labour

(hr/y)

Energy

(hw.h/y)

Annual

Cost ($)

386.00 0.00

137.00 2048.00

1.00 48.00

90.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

1 restric. bed & stall attn.* 0.00

2 tractor scrapeto point* 640.00
3 buckwall/load 1451.60

4 composting system 8263.79
5 value of compost 0.00

Total 10355.39 614.00 2096.00

1002.15

1365.16

301.09

776.02

-843.63

2600.80

* cold free stall

Table VI: The best path #3 by batch processing mode.

Network Activities Initial

Cost ($)

Labour

(hr/y)

Energy

(kw.h/h)

Annual

Cost ($)

1 restric. bed & stall attn.* 0.00 257.00 0.00 873.58

2 tractor scrape to end alley* 640.00 112.00 1667.00 1133.80

3 cross conveyor & ext elev. 5563.00 2.00 56.00 1078.91

4 composting system 8263.79 90.00 0.00 776.02

5 value of compost 0.00 0.00 0.00 -843.63

Total 14455.79 461.00 1723.00 3018.69

* warm free stall

is $8456 (item 1 plus item 4 in Table III) which is about $899
more than using the farmer's own equipment However, a
custom service may be useful when the farmer does not have
the facilities or time to dispose of the wastes himself.

CASE II - Batch processing mode

Ranked optimum systems generated by the batch processing
mode are shown in Tables IV, V and VI. The results from this
mode of operation are the cheapest systems which will per
form the operation but these may not be the desired systems
for any one farmer, depending on local conditions and the
farmer's specific needs. Thismode of operation runsusing the
defaultdata provided in the model and the user is required to
enter only herd size, average cow size, and the number of best
optimumpaths. However, the default data may be overwritten
as desired.

According to the conditions and default data provided by
this model the first three shortest paths for dairy waste man
agement include similar activities but originate at different
barn types. The results from Tables IV to VI seem to be
reasonable because all activities in those three systems are
comparatively cheaper activities than other activities in the
same sub-system. For example, in the restricted bed barn, the
cost of bedding material and labour for its replacement and
cleaningmust be cheaper for the same herd size compared to
a full bed barn. The use of the tractor scraper as the transfer
equipment is also cheaper than using a gutter cleaner and
elevator since the tractor can be utilized for other farming
operations but the gutter cleaner and the elevator can be used
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only for the waste management system.

SUMMARY

A dairy waste management model has been formulated for use
on an IBM compatible microcomputer to generate optimum
paths fordairy waste management options andtoprovide costs
of an individual farmer's system. Methane gas generation
systems and composting systems were included as options in
the system.

Theoptionof the use of customwastedisposal is allowedin
the interactive mode to assist the farmer in planning his dis
posal facilities and timing of his farming operations.
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